
i. Position ready to dip, holding the bars (should be under shoulders and slightly wider than hips) with a deep grip (close to wrist). 

ii. Raise into peak dip position, angle torso slightly forward and lower your body by bending your arms until lower than elbows (below parallel).

iii. Raise yourself back up by straightening your arms.

iv. Raise yourself until fully returned to starting position, with shoulders directly over hands. 

∙ Forearms: Vertically straight (from all angles) when dipping and raising.

∙ Lower Back: neutral position, slight natural arch. Maintain a straight line from shoulders to knees.

∙ Grip: Full grip, deep into your palm under shoulders and slightly wider than hips. 

∙ Shoulders: Keep shoulders back and down. Don't roll forward or shrug.

∙ Chest: Keep your chest raised throughout.

∙ Torso: Lean slightly forward while lowering yourself.

∙ Head:  Keep your head inline with your torso. Don't look at the ceiling. Look at something on the floor in front of you.

∙ Elbows: Don't allow to flair or hug/ touch torso. Ensure tucked at 45° at botttom of rep.

∙ Breathing: deep breath pre-dip, hold when lowering and raising back up (exhale minimally). Repeat.

∙ Depth: Below parallel (below elbows). 

Disclaimer
This guide has been designed to supplement DFPT personal training sessions only to aid independent and unsupervised training sessions, and is not designed to be exhaustive or fully comprehensive. 

By using this guide you are doing so voluntarily and at your own risk. You should be in good physical condition and not suffering from any medical condition, disability or affliction prior to commencing any training plan or  new exercise 
regime without speaking to a healthcare professional or medical doctor.

Performing exercises detailed in this high-level guide, without prior experience and/ or no supervision from appropriately trained professional  will heighten the risk of serious injury.
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